[argues that "no poet matters more to the literary history of class in america than Walt Whitman" and proposes that the 1855 Leaves "shows that labor as opposed to property should be the dominant feature of the social order," with "fraternal association and apprenticeship" serving "as the structuring principles of society"; goes on to propose that Whitman "establishes the notion of the incarnational to deal with the movements in class structure," as the bodies he "represents, and incarnationally embodies, doubles or becomes" in his poetry are "clearly indicated as working class, underclass, or slave," and concludes that "Whitman's blurring of bodieswhite, black, male, female, child, adult, alive, dead, free, slave-leads in sum not only to a breakdown of distinctions, but also entails the absorption of the class realms into the poet [argues that, "faced with a splintering american nation and the possibility of a militarized mason-Dixon line, the antebellum Whitman conceived of the atlantic as the single relevant national border," leading him-"in an improbable bid to exchange sectionalism for anglophobia"-to attack "the obstacles of sectionalism and transatlantic influence by treating them as part of the same problem, building his reputation as an authentically american writer through a strategic conflation of sectionalist and transatlantic pressures"; examines how Whitman's antislavery writings "pass over the South as the primary object of criticism, and . . . draw the transatlantic scene from the periphery to the center of the narrative of american slavery"; and reads a number of Whitman's poems, including "a Boston [Whitman's] Blue Book (1860-61)" and through "three preliminary drafts," arguing that the essay's "basic arguments" and its "philosophical concerns" were not "influenced or provoked by Carlyle"; goes on to discover "the dynamic tension of the work" in the "antagonistic dialogue" between "two sign systems": "the dreaded specter of ancient feudalism versus the piously anticipated democracy of the future [argues that american experimental poetry, from Whitman to oppen, "has been animated by a communicative imperative, a power of recognition, whose impulsive life and continuing resonance are insistently political" and proposes "grander narratives of philosophical and historical comparison," which he calls "visionary history," in contrast to ideological contextual saturation; Chapter one, "the Flag of his Disposition: Whitman's posture," provides a reading of tocqueville's Democracy in America, opposing tocqueville's anxiety about a democratic world "reduced to appearances," lacking in supernatural and social inequality, to the way in which seeing, for Whitman, is "the only possible basis for the appreciation, rugged and imperfect as that always is, of the diverse, democratic, differentiated other"; reads Calamus, "a Sight in Camp in the Daybreak gray and Dim," "the Wound Dresser," and "Song of myself" "back through" Freud and Donald Winnicott, to explain that a "maternal posture," a "posture of nursing," and ultimately an "experiential posture" present the "dynamics of touching and seeing in Whitman's poetry…which is the source of its tenderness and its peculiar eroticism, and which is moreover its handle on the world."] mcCarl, Clayton. "la ciudad a la deriva: nueva york en las obras de Walt [examines the flourishing of popular and classical music in mid-nineteenthcentury america and argues that four american authors-margaret Fuller, Whitman, William Wells Brown, and herman melville-were particularly "fascinated by the musical renaissance of antebellum america," and that "the music and musical aesthetics of nineteenth-century america shaped the literary arguments" of these writers "as they tried to reform america of the social, economic, and political problems that beset it"; DAI-a 70 (april 2010 [the introduction contains a section, "passage to asia," arguing that "Whitman's presentation of the orient bears both the past legacy of transcendentalism and a proleptic vision of continued american expansion into the pacific, notably along industrial lines of advance," and that "in Whitman's poems we may register both the contours of orientalism, a discourse that spans the West and reaches into ancient times, and a historically bound economic exigency specific to united States relations with east asia"; Chapter one, "Cathay to Confucius," contains a section, "american Camerado" (25-31), that traces ezra pound's career-long encounter with "the specter" of Whitman as he tried to "reform Whitman's unruly america so that his own poetry could resonate with the nation": "pound's alliance with america, learned through contending with the bard, folded into a new and revelatory influence in his poetry, and the twinned allegiance to america and the orient first evident in Lustra lasted for the duration of his work and, indeed, [examines "the centrality of the notions of globality and communication in Walt Whitman's shaping of the discourse of american empire in his poems," arguing that "one of the symptomatic features of Whitman's discourse of empire is the presence of naval imagery, with the ship as a figurative representation of the american expansive spirit," and proposing that "the ocean features prominently in Whitman's imperial imaginings as a space of connections"; goes on to argue that when Whitman "writes about the poet's encounter with the other, he emphasizes the act of conveying messages rather than receiving them," and thus the imagery of technology "plays a crucial role" in "Whitman's imperial imaginings," with "the new technologies of communication" important to him "because they reduce distances," "making space appear to have shrunk" and allowing him to [traces "a raw, 'uncooked' movement" in american poetry "from Whitman along a pound-Williams 'axis' into Black mountain, Deep image, and Beat 'schools'" that is "very much intrigued by language as neurally tangible matter," "words treated as food, speech as self-sustenance, phonemes savored as oral fetishes"; DAI-a 70 (January 2010 (147) (148) (149) (150) (151) , examines Democratic Vistas as "one of the best and most important exemplifications of a perfectionist account, inspired in part by hegel and mill, of the purposes and justification of american democracy," wedding "lincoln's version of 'populism'" with "mill's 'perfectionism,'" and proposes that "Dewey's democratic pragmatism" is similar to Whitman's notion of "democracy not merely as a set of institutions of governance but as a larger way of life," with both writers viewing "democratic society as very much a work in progress," and with both attracted to hegel; Section 4, "the Contemporary relevance of Whitman and Dewey" (151-155) examines whether Whitman's and Dewey's "conception of democratic hopes centered around self-rule and self-realization . . . can serve constructive contemporary purposes" and analyzes richard rorty's embrace of Whitman and Dewey, contrasting "rawlsian rights-based liberals" to rorty's resurrection of "democratic idealism"; Section 5, "assessing rorty on , argues that "rorty chooses to characterize Whitman's and Dewey's beliefs in ways that make them assimilable to his own philosophical outlook" and, "in turning Whitman and Dewey into proto-postmodernists, rorty arguably misconstrues them in several respects," including ascribing to them "the postmodern depiction of human selves as entirely contingent," characterizing them as "thoroughgoing secularists," and claiming they "substituted social justice for individual freedom as our country's principal goal"; Section 6, "liberal Deontology or liberal perfectionism?" (158-163) examines "why rorty could recommend the Whitman-Dewey account of the moral foundations of democratic society to us over the account of those foundations offered by rights-based social democrats."]
